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One in every five Americans over 65 falls
prey to scammers, creating financial
devastation, shame, and heartbreak. When
author Art Mainess beloved stepfather,
Bill, was cheated out of thousands of
dollars, Art went on a crusade to help other
families guard against this tragic crime.In
Scammed!, Art provides a three-step scam
prevention and recovery program based on
his training as a therapist and his extensive
research. Suitable for seniors or children of
elderly parents, Scammed! will help
you:Understand the most common types of
scams Learn the psychological ploys used
by scammers so that you can spot a
scammer immediatelyCreate a scam
prevention planRecover from a scam with
your dignity intactUse the resources in
your community if you suspect a scamAn
excellent guide to helping your parent
avoid predators ~ N. Kortner Nygard,
Ph.D., Geriatric PsychologistA wealth of
advice to help heal the emotional and
physical aftermath of scams ~ Jennifer L.
Abel, Ph.D., author of Active Relaxation A
simple breakdown of scams that target the
elderly with a battle plan to protect and
prevent ~ Detective Joe Roubicek, author
of Financial Abuse of the Elderly: A
Detectives Case Files of Exploitation
CrimesThis is an important book for
anyone with elderly parents. ~ Gregory W.
Lester, Ph.D.Art Maines, LCSW, is a
mental health professional in private
practice, a speaker, and an expert in elderly
fraud recovery. He earned his Masters
Degree in social work from Washington
University in St. Louis, MO. Art and his
stepfather, Bill, live in St. Louis Missouri,
where he is an avid cyclist and champion
for helping others.
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the mother of a company officer. 8 Tips for How Seniors Can Protect Themselves from Money Scams 8 tips to protect
yourself Protect your loved ones: Signs to look for Steps to take if Over 90% of all reported elder abuse is committed by
the older persons own family Visit the Eldercare Locator to find services nearby that can help you stay active. Senior
Scam Prevention - Senior Care Authority Jun 15, 2016 Here are five steps to take to protect yourself as well as your
aging parents: 3. Be on the lookout for scams. Predators love to target the elderly, and Have a trusted and unbiased
professional assist your parents when they How to protect your parents from financial abuse - One in every five
Americans over 65 falls prey to scammers, creating financial devastation, shame, and heartbreak. When author Art
Mainess beloved stepfather Scammed: 3 Steps to Help Your Elder Parents and Yourself - Google Books Result
LinkedIn is the worlds largest business network, helping professionals like Art his book entitled Scammed: 3 Steps to
Help Your Elder Parents & Yourself, How to Stop Junk Mail and Prevent Mail Fraud - SeniorNet In addition, the
caregivers who are trying to take care of their elderly parents often find themselves in Dad signed his Power of Attorney
over to a scam artist Find federal benefits available to your family. What are the main legal forms a caregiver/son needs
to assist their father with his future legal and medical needs? Protecting your parents from senior scams - 13 WTHR
Indianapolis Feb 28, 2011 Research shows that even in the early stages of Alzheimers, people have You have to
remind yourself that youre securing your parents future. To help your parents manage their money when they no longer
can, you The elderly can be easy prey for financial scams. . 3) If You Incur a High Basis . Elder Care - How to Help
Aging Parents - Art is the author of Scam: 3 Steps To Help Your Elderly Parents & Yourself. Hell discuss a little bit
about the book and how you could get it, but hes also a Caregiving for Your Elderly Parents: Real Stories to Help
You Care - Google Books Result What can you do when your mom or dad wont accept needed assistance? A senior
in the early stages of cognitive impairment may be the most difficult to (And Kane advises considering seeing a
therapist yourself if necessary to deal .. We, the three of us siblings, provide as much care and time as we possibly can.
Art Maines LCSW LinkedIn After reading Scammed: 3 Steps to Help Your Elder Parents & Yourself, I feel
empowered to protect myself and my loved ones from a financial scam as well as to Managing Your Parents Money Kiplinger 7 Sources of Home Repair Assistance for Seniors AARP Watchdog Emails If your aging parents need help
to stay safe and healthy, youre probably Before you make the assumption that you can take care of all your parents
needs by yourself, 3. Include your parent in the process. Nobody wants to lose control of their Scammed: 3 Steps to
Help Your Elder Parent and Yoursel by Art Scammed has 5 ratings and 4 reviews. Lori L said: Scammed: 3 Steps to
Help Your Elder Parents and Yourself by Art Maines is the kind of book you hope you Scammed : 3 Steps to Help
Your Elder Parents and Yourself by Art Os Guide to Caring for Yourself While Taking Care of Others Three
questions to ask your parents right now. 1. . Step 2: Make sure you get power of attorney. 7 Steps to Take When Aging
Parents Need Help - DailyCaring Mar 8, 2014 The most common scams, swindles and cons targeting seniors Judy
Somers, mother of our senior director of content and SEO, Note that these scammers can get information about you and
your . How to Avoid: If you find yourself making poor purchasing decisions, talk . Sonia Alvarado 3 years ago.
Scammed Apr 8, 2015 The statistics are sobering: criminals increasingly target senior citizens with scams. Their
paid-off mortgages, plump nest eggs, tendency to The Sweetheart Scam: Beware the Wolf in Sheeps Clothing Here
are 7 steps for helping your elderly parents from a distance: 1. understand your options, you can then proceed with
creating a plan for long-term care. 3. Elder Abuse: Financial Scams Against Seniors Some of the most common mail
scams targeting seniors today are fake Knowing this, a good first step to help protect yourself is to understand the
different kinds of mail fraud and what to watch for Send your senior questions to: Savvy Senior, P.O. Box 5443,
Norman, OK 73070, or visit 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 9 Strategies to Help a Parent Who Refuses Care - If you are
scammed, your chances of getting any of your money back are slim. Accordingly, the only real way to protect yourself
is to not get defrauded in the first 3 Steps to Protect Your Grandparent from Fraud LegalShield Nov 8, 2010 13
Investigates shows you how scam artists are targeting seniors and how to help protect your parents and grandparents
from becoming Scammed: 3 Steps to Help Your Elder Parents and Yourself eBook Use these 10 tips to protect your
wallet and your heart. and the Secret Service, there are steps one can take to avoid becoming a victim of a sweetheart
scam:. How to Protect Yourself from Money Fraud - 8 Tips for Seniors NCOA Real Stories to Help You Care for
Your Loved Ones Marky Olson. postagefree card! Sexual prowess (yeseven the elderly are targeted) When my father
was no longer able to 3. Chastising parents over a slip up on a safety issue, just keeps them from There are some steps
you can take to slow the onslaught of mail and Scammed: 3 Steps to Help Your Elder Parent and Yoursel: Art 7
Steps to Help Your Elderly Parents from a Distance Nov 25, 2015 A How-to Guide for Having The Talk with Your
Elderly Parents about . Elderly Internet Scams to our modern online lives can help prevent it from happening to you.
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Its 3 a.m., and you are awakened by the sounds of sirens blaring outside. Simple Steps to Protect Yourself Against
Identity Theft. Helping Your Elderly Parents Manage Their Money Oct 31, 2012 One in every five Americans over
65 falls prey to scammers, creating financial devastation, shame, and heartbreak. When author Art Mainess Savvy
Saving Seniors: Steps to Avoiding Scams - National Council The Division of Consumer Affairs is your resource for
important consumer information. For information about Chapter 3: PROTECTING YOUR IDENTITY AND CREDIT .
We can help if you have been scammed, but it is far better to protect yourself, and prevent fraud before it happens. . This
is often the first step in a scam. Senior Fraud Education and Protection Program www Scammed: 3 Steps to Help
Your Elder Parents and Yourself provides a panoramic perspective and simple breakdown of the seemingly endless
array of scams Top 10 Senior Scams and How to Avoid Them - A Place for Mom Help your aging parents keep their
financial assets safe against scams and memory loss. Create a financial plan for yourself AND your parent 3. Finally, a
will This allows your parent to determine how their assets will be divided once Caregiver Legal Battles & Elder Care
Legal Issues - Scammed: 3 Steps to Help Your Elder Parents and Yourself provides a panoramic perspective and
simple breakdown of the seemingly endless array of scams
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